TABLE 3. Medication abortion failure rates, by provider type, and differences in failure rates between provider types (and
95% confidence intervals)
Indicator

Observed failure rate
Ongoing pregnancy
Incomplete abortion

Provider type

Difference

Ayurvedic physicians
(N=382)

Nurses
(N=393)

Allopathic physicians
(N=389)

Ayurvedic vs. allopathic

Nurses vs. allopathic

5.5
2.1
3.4

4.6
1.8
2.8

4.6
1.8
2.8

0.9 (–2.2 to 4.0)
0.3 (–1.7 to 2.3)
0.6 (–1.9 to 3.0)

–0.1 (–3.0 to 2.9)
0.0 (–1.9 to 1.8)
0.0 (–2.4 to 2.3)

Note: Equivalence is indicated when the 95% confidence interval for the difference in failure rates between the allopathic physician group and each of the
other two groups (ayurvedic physicians and nurses) lie within the predetermined margin of equivalence (±5.5%).

ic physicians. All women with an ongoing pregnancy or
incomplete abortion underwent MVA.
The proportion of women lost to follow-up was small:
Of the 1,225 women enrolled in the study, just 5% failed
to return on days 3, 15 or 21 (not shown). Proportions for
the three provider types ranged from 4% to 6%. Overall,
just 0.2–2% of recruited women did not return on day 3
for misoprostol, and 2–5% did not return on day 15 or 21
for the follow-up visit. The confidence intervals for the differences in loss to follow-up fell within the predetermined
margin of statistical equivalence for each provider type,
both for day 3 and for day 15 or 21.
Relatively small proportions of women made phone
calls (5%) or unscheduled visits (4%) during the study,
and most of these related to anxiety or uncertainty about
the procedure or concerns about the extent and duration
of their bleeding (not shown). No women had serious
complications, or required a blood transfusion or hospitalization. One-fifth of women had a decline in hemoglobin
levels of more than 1.0 g/dL; fewer than 1% in each group
had a hemoglobin level of less than 8.0 g/dL at follow-up.
Hemoglobin levels did not differ by type of provider.
Finally, exit interviews showed that regardless of provider type, women were overwhelmingly satisfied with
the services they received (98–99%; Table 4). In all three
groups, nearly all clients indicated that the provider had
given them enough time to discuss their situation (100%),
had explained the procedure clearly (98–100%) and had
counseled them about postabortion contraception (98–
100%). Moreover, almost all women whose procedure had
been done by an ayurvedic physician or a nurse reported
being willing to undergo medication abortion again from
the same type of provider should the need arise. The vast
majority of clients reported that they found the bleeding
and pain from the procedure tolerable (88–91% and 90–
96%, respectively).
DISCUSSION
The results showed that according to our definition of
equivalence, ayurvedic physicians and nurses can provide
medication abortion with the same degree of safety and effectiveness as allopathic physicians. Indeed, the high rates
of sensitivity and specificity suggest that all three types of
providers assessed eligibility and completeness of abortion
as well as the verifier did. Furthermore, observed failure
rates were similar to rates obtained in previous studies33–35
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in which misoprostol was administered orally, although
they were somewhat higher than rates obtained in studies
using vaginal or sublingual administration.34,35 Loss to follow-up was similar for all three types of providers, and was
comparable to levels in previous studies conducted among
experienced physicians.33,36 Rates of client satisfaction and
willingness to undergo abortion from a nurse or ayurvedic
physician were very high.
Study providers’ low observed failure rates and high
levels of accuracy in assessing gestational age and completion of abortion are particularly impressive given that these
outcomes were obtained in the absence of ultrasound by
providers who had never previously performed abortions
or pelvic examinations. Given the association between experience and skill, a longer training period or the inclusion
of more experienced providers likely would have resulted
in even better outcomes.
We acknowledge several limitations of the study. The
most obvious is that the study was not randomized. Providers were placed sequentially, rather than simultaneously, in each facility, resulting in pseudorandomization
of clients; however, the similarities in social and demographic characteristics of each group’s clients suggest that
the study design did not result in substantially different
groups of women being served by each provider type.
Moreover, the proportion of women who refused to participate in the study (and opted instead to obtain an abortion from the regular clinic provider) was minimal for all
types of providers, suggesting that the extent of any bias
was limited.
We also acknowledge the potential bias introduced by
the presence of the verifiers, whose task it was to override
TABLE 4. Percentage of medication abortion clients who reported satisfaction with
selected aspects of the procedure, by provider type
Outcome

Satisfaction
Satisfied with overall services
Provider spent enough time explaining situation
Provider explained procedure clearly
Provider counseled about postabortion contraception
Willing to have future abortion with same provider type
Acceptability of side effects
Bleeding was tolerable
Pain was tolerable

Ayurvedic
physicians
(N=382)

Nurses Allopathic
(N=393) physicians
(N=389)

97.6
100.0
99.2
99.5
99.7

99.0
100.0
98.0
97.5
99.7

98.7
100.0
99.7
100.0
100.0

88.2
95.8

90.6
90.1

90.7
95.1

Note: Analysis restricted to women for whom complete information was available.
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